
About me!
I’ve been teaching for 13 years. I currently teach 
4th grade in Milpitas, CA at Burnett Elementary, a 
Title 1 Public school (40% English language 
learners, 30% free/reduced lunch). !

KHAN ACADEMY IN MY CLASSROOM!

How my classroom changed !
MORE is the key word!!
more student centered * more strategic * more 
collaborative * more creative * more problem 
solving * more engaging * more joyful * more 
motivating * more supportive * more movement * 
more balanced * more coaching * more risk taking * 
more rewarding!

Alison
Burnett Elementary

4th grade

Words of wisdom!
•  I believe teachers should take risks in their 

teaching and model lifelong learning. !
•  It is important that teachers share ideas, 

templates, and success stories with each 
other. If we ask students to collaborate, then 
we should as well! !

•  There is no right or wrong way to use KA in 
your classroom. Involve your students in the 
structure and the learning will begin 
immediately. !

•  Take time to familiarize yourself with the KA 
site as it is always improving. !

•  Enjoy the process of designing your math 
program to include Khan Academy; it was 
truly amazing to watch my program naturally 
evolve.!

How I use Khan Academy !
KA is the platform for my 80 minute math rotation 
block. (We <3 2 Learn!) Three times a week, my 
students rotate between 4 centers (we call them 
meetings). Collaboratively, kids spend time on KA, 
Educreations (make their own learning videos), 
Board Math (Common Core) Templates and 
Common Core Performance Tasks. We also reflect 
(either in writing or whole class) on our 
experience.!

Biggest challenges!
•  It was a challenge getting Chrome Books and 

wireless at my school. (Got both this year)!
•  An ongoing challenge is about students who do 

not have computers at home. (infolab is open 
before school and after school for this 
reason...could work better)!

•  Accountability features for students during 
school/homework. (this is being addressed)!

•  Gaps in skills for lower grades. (this is improving)!
•  Assessment. (this is coming!)!

“There is no right or wrong way to 
use KA in your classroom”!

On a mission to provide a free world-class education for anyone anywhere * www.khanacademy.org!


